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Customer Centric Conveyancing Price Comparison Calculator For UK
Homebuyers And Investors

Homebuyers and Investors go online to find their best deal for Insurance, Broadband and
Energy. Now they can do the same to compare conveyancing fees, introducing the National
Homebuyer Conveyancing panel.

Manchester, Cheshire (PRWEB UK) 1 June 2017 -- Online Conveyancing Price Comparison

Homebuyers and Investors can go online to the Homebuyer Conveyancing website and compare accurate
conveyancing quotes from a national conveyancing panel. They can filter their results by price, location and by
Mortgage Lender.

The fixed fee conveyancing quotes are fully transparent and details the relevant conveyancing fees and
disbursements costs.

No personal details are required to review the competitive conveyancing quotes online.

The results are displayed in a clear concise way to help the Buyer, Seller understand their legal costs. Potential
Home Movers can calculate and review conveyancing quotes. Establishing a budget, before they instruct a
Solicitor.

The quick quote conveyancing calculator for purchase transactions uses a search pack that covers all Counties
in England and Wales. The Homebuyer member Solicitors have access to the Onesearch Direct ordering portal.
Where experience matters. If required searches can be fast tracked and other relevant searches such as HS2 can
be requested.

Conveyancing Choices

The Homebuyer platform provides conveyancing choices for potential Sellers and Buyers, where like for like
conveyancing quotes can be compared efficiently. Supporting the need to instruct a Lender registered Solicitor.

Homebuyers and investors can take a quote away, in their own time, and if happy they can instruct a Property
Solicitor. In addition they can consider adding two relevant insurance policies.

Relevant Insurance Polices

The two policies are Buyers Protect and Flexi Smart Contingency House Insurance.

Buyers protect covers the majority of purchase costs should the Buyer fail to transact through no fault of their
own. Gazumping, poor Survey and low valuation are all covered.

Flexi Smart provides building insurance cover between exchange of contracts and completion for up to 28 days.
A Lender requirement for Buyers is that they have in place building insurance on exchange of contracts. This
policy provides breathing space after exchange to compare the insurance market.
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Easy Property Solicitor Instruction Process

The easy Solicitor instruction process is made possible by the use of customer centric software.

Homebuyers and Investors can price compare accurate conveyancing fees and then make their move, quickly
using a Homebuyer fixed fee Property Solicitor.

Ref Website
http://www.homebuyerconveyancing.com

Get A Quote
http://www.homebuyerconveyancing.com/get-a-quote

Conveyancing News
http://www.homebuyerconveyancing.com/conveyancing-news
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Contact Information
Duncan Pattinson
duncan@dpinterim.co.uk
http:///www.homebuyerconveyancing.com
+44 7792410806

Duncan Pattinson
We Help You Too Ltd
http://www.homebuyerconveyancing.com
0345 463 7664

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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